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The musician Graf-Martinez live.. Flamenco Guitar Tecnics Vol. 1 - 3 The award-winning Flamenco Guitar
DVD is a 10-lesson video course on two DVDs and a two volume Flamenco Guitar Method.. The rhythm in the
Flamenco is called El Compás.Read here all about the beats and counting. All about the instrument.Download
free lessons with score player and video for free.
Gerhard Graf-Martinez is a passionate flamenco guitarist and teacher. The wealth of his knowledge is captured
in this two-volume work, which also reflects valuable experience gained from his activities as a tutor at national
and international seminars and workshops. This is an excellent self-study course that includes many
photographs, some to ...
Flamenco guitar method by Gerhard Graf-Martinez. Volume 1 + 2 (plus CD-Audio). A complete Flamenco
guitar course for teaching and private study – standard notation and tablature. Complete explanation and
exposition of all techniques of the Flamenco guitar like rasgueados, pulgar ayudado, picado, arpegio, tremolo,
alzapua.
About the author. Gerhard Graf-Martinez is a passionate Flamenco guitarist and teacher. This two-volume
method contains both his extensive inside-knowledge - acquired from his intense and friendly co-operation with
"gitanos" and "maestros" - and the valuable experience of his long-standing teaching activitiy at national and
international seminars and workshops.
DVD: FLAMENCO GUITAR METHOD VOL. 1 & 2, GERHARD GRAF-MARTINEZ. (Published by Schott
Multimedia). In 2002 Schott music published a new flamenco guitar method, by Gerhard Graf-Martinez (GM).
This Autumn saw the release of two DVDs to accompany his method. One of the first questions that spring to
mind is how the DVDs relate to the two books/CD ...
Overview Gerhard Graf-Martínez, according to the Preface, has played guitar for forty years, and been a
professional Flamenco player and teacher for over twenty, having organised classes with Andrés Batista in 1983
and 1984.
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Gerhard Graf-Martínez has produced an excellent lesson on Flamenco guitar. I have taken weekly lessons for
five years in this discipline and find Volume I adequately challenging. Graf-Martínez presents technique in
great detail and the DVD provides video examples which clear any confusion. The slow-tempo versions of
pieces and exercises are ...
Gerhard Graf-Martinez (born 1952 in Schorndorf, Baden-Württemberg) is a German Jewish Flamenco guitarist,
author and composer.In 1982, he founded the Flamenco-Jazz trio “Modo Nuevo”. Being a member of the “Peña
Flamenca Sierra Blanca Marbella”, he hosted the “Curso Internacional De La Guitarra Flamenca” in Marbella
(Málaga) between 1984 and 1987.
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